Analyzing the failure and damage of FRP composite laminates under high strain rates considering visco-plasticity
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Abstract

In order to analyze composite structures under dynamic condition or model manufacturing processes in which high strain rates exist, it is important to develop a constitutive model that regards these effects. In this work, a phenomenological approach is used to formulate a continuum damage for composites in presence of high strain rates. Visco-plastic behavior of the composite is taken into account and the deformation of composite structures under dynamic conditions is studied. Effects of dynamic conditions on the material properties including strength and fracture toughness are included in the modeling. The model can capture the effects of strain rate on material behavior and has a good capability in the prediction of the response and final strength of composite laminates in comparison with the experimental data under medium and high rates.
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1. Introduction

Impact loading influences the product design in different sectors such as transportation, defence, medical, and consumer goods. Application of composite materials is also growing in these industries. In order to design structures using composite materials which are under dynamic loads, it is necessary to develop constitutive models that account for different mechanisms involved at higher strain rates in order to predict damage and failure. Having constitutive models also provides the possibility of reducing the test costs considerably using simulation. Manufacturing processes of composites like composite machining also need the analysis of materials under high strain rates. This facilitates the creation of digital twins for production units in the context of industry 4.0 to facilitate digital transformation and building smart factories. In this work a comprehensive model is proposed that includes different phenomena taking place during the dynamic loading of fiber reinforced composite polymers and the response of composite structure under them is analyzed. The model includes visco-elasticity, fiber rotation, damage, and visco-plasticity. Having all of them provides a good framework to study the interaction between different ongoing material mechanisms and predict final failure and structural collapse of laminates along with the possibility to observe dominant damage modes, development of plasticity and fracture plane.

Under sensible strain rates, structures usually exhibit different behavior when compared to low strain rate. The type of activated mechanisms depends on the material type. It has been reported in several works that strain rate influences composite behavior and the degree of nonlinearity [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. According to those experimental observations, for strain rates higher than $0.001 \text{s}^{-1}$ the effects of dynamic conditions should be considered. The level of sensitivity depends on material constituents and different sets of behavior have reported for different material. For example, glass fiber has shown strain rate dependency [7] while carbon fibers are not rate dependent [8]. On the other hand, most of polymer matrix materials like epoxy have shown high level of
strain rate sensitivity[?]. In this paper, carbon fiber polymer composites are taken into account and the level of rate sensitivity is reflected in model parameters. Researchers have focused on different aspects of high strain rate in different studies. One of those effects is the impact influence on linear elastic properties of composites. Koerber [6] has reviewed strain rate effect on elastic properties of composites materials. Zhou [8] observed no effect under high strain rate on fibers in fiber reinforced composites while several researchers [9], [10], [11], have shown rate dependency for compressive, tensile and shear properties in polymer composites.

Another aspect is plastic behavior of the matrix under high rate that shows nonlinear visco-plasticity. Volger et al. [12] proposed a fully 3D transversely isotropic visco-plastic model for polymer composites and reported a good agreement between numerical model and experimental data for IM7-8552 carbon-epoxy composite. This model is based on a model previously introduced for the plastic behavior of polymer composites [13]. Erice et al. [14] compared 3 different approaches to analyze plasticity under rate dependency. The first approach is to incorporate rate dependency just for in-plane shear plasticity, the second one consists in using 3D extension of the plane stress Hill48 anisotropic plastic surface and third is a quadratic yield function inspired by Pucks fracture initiation criterion. The authors reported a good agreement between numerical and experimental analysis in low, medium and high rate for the 2 latter approaches.

In order to capture nonlinear effects of visco-plasticity on failure and final structural collapse, and achieve a comprehensive model, it is important to couple visco-plasticity with the progressive damage model. Aboudi [15] proposed a 3-dimensional continuum theory for fiber-reinforced elastic-viscoplastic composites. In this model both fiber and matrix are assumed to be elastic-viscoplastic. The author also included work hardening in the model. Weeks et al. [1] modeled nonlinear behavior of composites under strain rate. They have used one parameter plastic potential function to analyze rate dependency of the material. It is assumed that the material is linear elastic in fiber direction and is transversely isotropic. They compared the prediction of the model against experimental re-
results for AS4-PEEK which reveal, in some cases, good results though there is still room for improvement. Saleeb [16] analyzed the anisotropic viscoplastic-damage response of composite laminates. Lissenden [17] implemented numerical modelling of damage development with visco-plasticity in metal matrix composites, where the nonlinearity is attributed to the visco-plasticity of the metallic matrix and the inter-facial damage between fibre and matrix. Viscoplasticity is modelled by inclusion of rate dependency in classical plastic theory. Non-linear lamination theory provides the link between the micro and macro-level in the study. Vasiukov et al. [18] developed a visco-elastic visco-plastic model with anisotropic continous damage model. The visco-plasticity model is based on the modified Hoffman criterion with combination of the Perzyna [19] model. Anisotropic damage model is based on extended three-dimensional damage model. The failure prediction of the T300/1034-C carbon/epoxy laminate with central hole under tension was investigated and showed a good accuracy.

Kuhn et al. [20], [21] have found that the fracture toughness increases under dynamic loads. They have conducted an experimental study to measure compressive crack closure resistance of unidirectional laminates IM7-8552 under strain rates $100S^{-1}$. The dynamic tests are executed with the split-Hopkinson pressure bar that is shown schematically in Fig.1.

A considerable body of research has been conducted on composite materials under high strain rate in the scope of micro-mechanical analysis [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. Megnis & Varna [24] analyzed inelastic behavior of composite materials by Schaperys nonlinear visco-elastic, visco-plastic material model. The visco-elastic behavior is regarded linear and visco-plasticity is assumed nonlinear. Micromechanical Hashins Concentric Cylinder Assembly model is used in
the visco-elastic formulation to calculate the coefficients of linear visco-elastic compliance functions of UD composite. However, micro-mechanical analysis is computationally expensive and difficult to use at the structural level. In this work a meso-scale model is used to study composite materials which offers a balance between accuracy and cost.

Al-Haik et al. [27] compared explicit and implicit visco-plastic models for carbon-fiber/polymer matrix composites. In the implicit model, the experimental data is used to train artificial neural networks with truncated Newton algorithm, and in the explicit approach, the model which described earlier [1] was utilized. Temperature-dependent material constants are also applied.

In this work a comprehensive constitutive model at the meso-scale is introduced that considers visco-elasticity and visco-plasticity and couples it with continuum damage. The model will be validated by experimental data in medium and high strain rates.

2. Constitutive model

In previous work of the authors [28], [29], [30] a constitutive model was developed that considers elastic behavior, damage, and fiber rotation phenomena at the meso-scale for composite laminates. Choosing a failure criteria is a difficult task since there is no criteria that can accurately predict the failure for all of loading scenarios. The failure model selected is LaRC failure criteria [31] which uses a phenomenological approach and determines the failure mode. After reaching any failure mode, the corresponding damage parameter is triggered. The introduced damage parameters are $d_1$, $d_2$, $d_6$, representing damage in the fiber, matrix and shear respectively. Damage initiation and evolution are calculated based on Maimi continuum damage model [32], [33] which is based on stiffness degradation of lamina by applying relevant damage parameter to stiffness component. During the loading, the fiber can rotate and change the initial material direction from laminae ($\mathbf{X}$) to the real material direction ($\mathbf{x}$) in terms of continuum mechanics. The real material direction is also calculated.
and used based on previous work on fiber rotation [28]. In order to avoid repetition, the details of the formulation of those models are not brought here and readers can refer to the cited papers for full details.

In this work, the dynamic effects will be incorporated in that model. In order to do so, 3 mechanisms should be taken into account in addition to discussed ones. Firstly, visco-elasticity should be regarded. The elastic properties, and strengths of material will be affected under dynamic conditions. Secondly, visco-plasticity will be involved. The visco-plastic is produced after matrix yielding and under high strain rates. A 3-dimensional orthotropic visco-plastic model is utilized for modeling of this mechanism. Finally, fracture energy is also influenced by dynamic loads. Therefore, it should be updated based on dynamic values for high strain rates. The constitutive model in real material coordinate system ($x$) is considered as:

$$\sigma^{x} = K_{d}^{dy}(\epsilon^{x} - \epsilon_{vp}^{x}). \quad (1)$$

Where, $K_{d}^{dy}$ is the damaged stiffness under dynamic loads in the real material orientation, where "$dy$" represents dynamic conditions, "$d$" represents damaged material, and "$x$" real material direction. The symbol $\epsilon_{vp}^{x}$ is visco-plastic strain tensor, and $\epsilon^{x}$ is total strain tensor in the real material coordinate system. The procedure to transform stress and strain from the real material direction ($x$) to the initial material direction ($X$) and vice versa is based on the calculated fiber rotation, were discussed in [28] and [29]. The damaged stiffness under quasi-static loads, $K_{q}^{d}$, was also introduced. In order to find stiffness under dynamic loads, the elastic properties and final strength of material should be updated based on strain rate. Indeed, the dynamic stiffness is a function of the quasi-static stiffness as:

$$K_{d}^{x} = K_{q}^{d}(E_{ij}^{dy}, X_{ij}^{dy}), \quad (2)$$

where, $E_{ij}^{dy}$ represents the elastic properties and $X_{ij}^{dy}$ the strengths under dynamic loads. Koerber [6] conducted a research to identify the relation of ma-
terial properties between dynamic and quasi-static modes. The chosen material in that research is carbon/epoxy IM7-8552. According to those analysis $E_{22}$, $E_{33}$, $G_{12}$, $G_{13}$, $G_{23}$, $X_C$, $Y_T$, $Y_C$, and $S_L$ are sensitive to strain rate in carbon/epoxy IM7-8552. The relation for a property in quasi-static and dynamic modes which is presented by Koerber [6] based on experimental analysis reads:

$$E_{ij}^{dy} = E_{ij} f(\dot{\varepsilon}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where, $h(\dot{\varepsilon})$ is:

$$f(\dot{\varepsilon}) = 1 + (m \dot{\varepsilon})^{\frac{1}{n}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where, $m$ and $n$ are experimental factors that are defined based on experiments and the fact that if the property is for elastic or strength behavior, as summarized for IM7-8552 in Table 1.

Table 1: Experimental factor for defining IM7-8552 properties in dynamic model [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property type</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic</td>
<td>$1.60 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>$1.13 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Elastic and strength properties of the material are brought in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 2: IM7-8552 elastic properties [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_1$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_2$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{12}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\nu_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some strength properties of composite materials may change based on the thickness and position of the ply in configuration of lamina. LaRC failure criteria
Table 3: IM7-8552 unidirectional strengths (MPa) [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$X_T$</th>
<th>$X_C$</th>
<th>$Y_T$</th>
<th>$Y_C$</th>
<th>$S_L$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2323.5</td>
<td>1200.1</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>199.8</td>
<td>92.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

takes this effect into account. In this research in-situ properties of laminae is regarded based on formulations proposed by [35]. The In-situ properties of IM7-8552 are presented in Table 4.

Table 4: In situ strengths (MPa).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Embedded ply</th>
<th>Outer ply</th>
<th>Thick ply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Y_T$</td>
<td>160.2</td>
<td>101.4</td>
<td>113.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_L$</td>
<td>130.2</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>106.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By defining Eq.(4), material properties which are sensitive to strain rate can be updated, and based on them, the stiffness and damage variables will be defined. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate visco-plastic strain, $\epsilon_{vp}$.

In order to define the visco-plastic strain a non associative flow rule is used. Therefore, it is necessary to define yield, $f$, and plastic potential, $g$, functions. These function and the procedure to calculate visco-plastic strain is followed according to the method proposed by [12] that is an extension to [13]. By having $f$ and $g$, the visco-plastic strain will be defined by:

$$\dot{\epsilon}_{vp} = \gamma_{n+1} n_y = \left(\frac{f(\sigma, \epsilon_{vp}, A)}{\eta}\right)^m n_g,$$

(5)

where, $\eta$ and $m$ are visco-plastic parameters and $A$ is structural tensor. In developing the yield surface, it is assumed that the stiffness matrix is not symmetric and the anisotropy is incorporated by so called structural tensor that is dyadic product of preferred direction, $a$, that is the fiber direction in
unidirectional fiber composites, as:

\[ A = a \otimes a. \] (6)

Since the rest of equations lead to a symmetric stiffness and expressed in the material coordinate system, the visco-plastic strain that is computed using this procedure should be rotated to be compatible with the rest of the equations. The input of this computations should also be in global coordinate system. The quantity \( n_g \) is the flow direction and defined by:

\[ n_g = \frac{\partial g(\sigma, A)}{\partial \sigma}, \] (7)

Yield function and plastic function are defined by Volger [12] based on defined invariants as:

\[ f(\sigma, \varepsilon_{vp}, A) = \alpha_1 I_1 + \alpha_2 I_2 + \alpha_3 I_3 + \alpha_{32} I_3^2 - 1 \leq 0, \] (8)

and,

\[ g(\sigma, A) = \beta_1 I_1 + \beta_2 I_2 + \beta_3 I_3^2 - 1. \] (9)

The scalers \( \alpha_i \) and \( \beta_i \) will be defined according to experimental tests for the material which is being studied. The utilized invariants read:

\[ I_1 = \frac{1}{2} tr(\sigma^{pind})^2 - a(\sigma^{pind})^2 a, \] (10)

\[ I_2 = a(\sigma^{pind})^2 a, \] (11)

\[ I_3 = tr(\sigma) - a(\sigma)a. \] (12)

Where, \( \sigma^{pind} \) is:

\[ \sigma^{pind} = \sigma - \frac{1}{2} (tr(\sigma) - a(\sigma)a) 1 + \frac{1}{2} (tr(\sigma) - 3a(\sigma)a) A. \] (13)
The method for finding the visco-plastic properties and to calibrate them is discussed in [12]. The fracture toughness is $165.6 \, \frac{KJ}{m^2}$ when it is subjected to dynamic loads according to the study of [20]. This updated fracture energy is used in this work for longitudinal fracture energy in compression and the rest of fracture toughness values are considered according to quasi static ones from [33]. The utilized values of fracture toughness are summarized in Table 5.

**Table 5: Intralaminar fracture toughness for IM7-8552(\(\frac{KJ}{m^2}\)) [33].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$G_1^+$</th>
<th>$G_1^-$</th>
<th>$G_2^+$</th>
<th>$G_2^-$</th>
<th>$G_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89.83</td>
<td>165.5</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Finite element implementation**

In order to implement the model that includes strain rate effects and visco-plasticity, the VUMAT subroutine is developed in the commercial ABAQUS software. Visco-plasticity implementation is pursued based on research done by [12] that solves the nonlinear equations introduced in previous section(Eq.(5)-Eq.(13)). It is necessary to update the consistency parameter, $\Delta \gamma_v^p$, that is done using consistent linearization. The root of the linearized residual is:

$$\Delta^2 \gamma_{n+1}^{(k+1)} = - \frac{f_{n+1}^{(k+1)}}{m_n f_{n+1}^{(k)} m_n f_{n+1}^{(k)} - \Delta \gamma_{n+1}^{(k+1)} \frac{\eta}{\Delta t}}.$$  (14)

The continuum damage model uses fracture toughness properties of the material that are shown in Table 5 for quasi-static conditions. A set of experimental tests conducted by [5], [6] for unidirectional composite laminates under dynamic loads using Split-Hopskin pressure bar test. The numerical examples were developed to compare the results of the model with experimental results in order to validate the results. The numerical model is executed under medium strain rate in compression for unidirectional laminates of different fiber orientations.
Analysis have been carried out for 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75° of initial fiber orientation under compression. Reaction forces variation, damage, and visco-plasticity strain are analyzed for these cases. The geometry of the models corresponds to the experiment samples with dimensions of $20 \times 10$ mm$^2$ with ply standard thickness of 0.125 mm. A 3D 2-layer laminate of IM7-8552 is generated. The meshing of the model is shown in Fig. 2. The results for this set of numerical examples are presented in subsection 4.1. Boundary condition is compressive velocity in $X$ direction so that to produce the experiment strain rate and it is fixed in another side. The boundary in $Z$ direction is symmetric. The results are presented in subsection 4.1.

Another numerical model that is executed consists of±45 laminate under high strain rate. A 16 ply laminate consisting of 45 degree fiber orientation in positive and negative directions consequently, is analyzed under dynamic loads in compression. The mesh for this numerical model is depicted in Fig. 3. This case is more complex in comparison to unidirectional laminates and enables a higher validation reliability. The results of the numerical analysis are compared to experiments carried out by the authors [36]. The boundary condition on both sides of the specimen is velocity which are according to applied inner and outer
velocities that create maximum strain rate of $1300 \, S^{-1}$. The specimen geometry is 5 by 8 $mm^2$. The results of this numerical example and its comparison to experimental data is provided in subsection 4.2.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Unidirectional laminate under compression

Figure 4 shows the reaction force versus time for the model with fiber orientation of $15^\circ$ direction. The Figure includes the data for quasi-static and dynamic conditions. The model for quasi-static condition considers elastic-damage behavior of the material along with bilinear plastic in shear. The dynamic model regards elastic, damage, fiber rotation, along with visco-plastic behavior and it is assumed that the strain rate is $122 \, S^{-1}$. As can be understood from the picture, the quasi-static model fails at 986 N while the dynamic one reveals failure at 1212 N. Regarding the area of 2.5 $mm^2$ which is under the applied load, the final stress for the first model will be 394 MPa and strength capacity of high strain rate case will be 486 MPa. Therefore, the dynamic model is
capable to capture observation reported by [5] regarding the increase in failure strength due to dynamic loading. It is not only qualitatively good but also in comparison to experimental data it is accurate. According to tests conducted by [5], the final strength of IM7-8552 with fiber direction of $15^\circ$ is 549 MPa under high strain rate. Therefore, the developed model can predict the failure with a good accuracy of 11% error.

Figure 4: Comparisons of reaction forces over time for quasi-static and dynamic conditions for $15^\circ$ fiber laminate.

Figure 5 depicts reaction forces of the laminate under dynamic compression loads for $30^\circ$ model. As expected, there is an increase in the forces because of high strain rate which leads to higher failure stresses. The dynamic model fails at 1850 N which means 352 MPa strength. This model is performed under the strain rate of $246 \text{ S}^{-1}$. In comparison to experimental strength that is 370 MPa, the error of the model in $30^\circ$ for direction of fiber is 5%.

Stress-strain curve for an element in uniform area is chosen for this specimen to compare to experiment. Figure 6 illustrates the mentioned comparison which shows a good agreement between them and it can capture the nonlinearity of
Figure 5: Comparisons of reaction forces over time for quasi-static and dynamic conditions for 30° fiber laminate.

Figure 6: Stress-strain curve comparison of dynamic conditions for 30° fiber laminate.
Figure 7: plastic strain in 12 direction for 30° fiber laminate.

fiber rotation and visco-plasticity. Figure 7 presents the distribution of visco-plastic strain across model in the shear direction which shows a uniform visco-plastic strain.

In this model, damage initiates at one end of the specimen and evolves through the model. Figure 8 illustrates the first damage parameter, $d_1$, propagation during the time from $t_1$ to $t_4$. This parameter evolution is illustrated in Fig 9. The damage parameter which represents in-plane shear is presented in Figure 10. The method of modelling damage in this research is based on continuum damage mechanics in meso-scale that has some limitation in capturing crack propagation in comparison to micro-mechanical modelling. The objective here is to find a solution to predict stress-strain curves with a reasonable computational cost. In continuum damage the material is assumed as homogenous, therefore it cannot capture material constituents with high accuracy. Besides, considering material as transversely isotropic may cause some numerical issues where it cannot differentiate between shear stresses of $s_{12}$ and $s_{21}$, therefore the damage might propagate transverse to fiber instead of aligning it.

The same trend between static and dynamic conditions is observed for 45°
Figure 8: Evolution of $d_1$ damage (fiber) parameter for 30° model.

Figure 9: Evolution of $d_2$ damage parameter (matrix) for 30° model.
fibers that is shown in Fig. 11. The dynamic model yields failure at 808 N that corresponds to 324 MPa failure stress. In comparison to the strength observed in experiment that is 354 MPa, the model demonstrates error of 8% that is very good prediction regarding the complexity of the model and different ongoing mechanisms. From the strain point of view there is still some way to go and since the failure model triggers the damage based on final stress capacity, damage starts as soon as stress reaches close to final strength. There is no way to capture this unless by developing failure model that is based on final strain rather than final stress.

The stress-strain curve for 45° fibers also expresses good accuracy that is presented in Fig. 12. The damage evolution of this model is also analyzed. The first damage parameter is depicted in Fig. 13. It also shows damage initiation in the end-load of the specimen and developing the cracks across the model. The second damage parameter and the in-plane shear are also presented in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively. In the experimental work of [5] also reported that the
damage grows from end-load of the specimen. In addition the X-ray image of the failed specimen from that, has a correlation with damage parameters that implies ability of the model in capturing the failure plane. This comparison is shown in Fig. 17.

The visco-plastic strain in shear direction for this model is also presented in Fig. 16 that in comparison to 30° model has higher progress in the loading end of the specimen. These strains are also higher in comparison to visco-plastic in 30° model.

The model has a good ability to predict the final strength of the laminates for higher fiber orientation as well. Figure 18 illustrates the forces in 60° model. It fails at 913 N. The comparison between stress-strain curves from the model and experiment for 60° is depicted in 19 which shows an excellent agreement with experiments. The curve predicts the response very well in linear and nonlinear parts and damage triggers at the right strength.

Table 6 shows the final strength predicted by the model and the ones achieved
Figure 12: Stress-strain curve comparison of dynamic conditions for 45° fiber laminate.

Figure 13: Evolution of $d_1$ damage parameter for 45° model.
Figure 14: Evolution of $d_2$ damage parameter for 45° model.

Figure 15: Evolution of $d_6$ damage parameter for 45° model.
by experiments that illustrates capability of the numerical model to predict final strength under dynamic loads. The model with direction of fiber in 60° has the best accuracy among all the directions.

Table 6: Final strength for different fiber orientation under dynamic loads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation (°)</th>
<th>Strain rate (S⁻¹)</th>
<th>Experiment (MPa)</th>
<th>Numeric (MPa)</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. ±45 laminate under compression

The laminate final failure capacity in finite element model is 2582 N while in the experimental data it is 2905 N which means 11% of error. The reaction force versus time diagram is presented in Figure 16. It should be mentioned that the strain rate is high and the visco-elastic model that is used for modeling is mainly recommended for medium and low rate, therefore there is some room for

Figure 16: plastic strain in 12 direction for 45° fiber laminate.
Figure 17: Comparison of failed specimen in experiment and numeric model for 45° model.
more improvement on that model. The dominant damage mode is expected to be shear which is represented by damage variable of $d_6$. This can be captured by model that is illustrated in Figure 21. It is also compared with samples picture after test which shows the fracture angle corresponds to maximum damage parameter. Therefore, the model is capable of capturing the fracture plane. The plastic shear strain is calculated in the model and illustrated in Figure 22.

5. Conclusion

A phenomenological constitutive model is developed to analyze composites under dynamic conditions including low and medium strain rates. The model is capable of capturing nonlinearities due to visco-plasticity. It can model the material response very well and predicts final failure of the laminates in a very difficult cases to predict with good accuracy. It showed that the strain rate increases the failure capacity of the laminate. The model is capable to find the damage initiation point and the dominant failure mode along with fracture
Figure 19: Stress-strain curve comparison of dynamic conditions for 60° fiber laminate.

Figure 20: Reaction forces versus time under dynamic conditions for ±45° laminate.
Figure 21: Comparison of shear damage variable in numerical model and fracture plane in test sample for $\pm 45^\circ$ laminate in compression.
plane. It is recommended to perform more evaluation to be done for failure models based on strain rather than stress.
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